Français 3 Honoraire
Summer work
2020
Bonjour les élèves!
In French 3 Honors we will be exploring exciting new topics including la francophonie, city &
country life, french cuisine, the work world, and arts & entertainment. Our work will include past,
present, future, and potential plans.
During this summer, it is your task to do the following:
A. Review vocabulary and sentences that will allow you to at least write a sizable (7-8
sentences) detailed paragraph in French for each level 2 topic (details below).
B. Prepare to speak about these topics confidently aloud.
C. Review level 2 grammar topics (present-regular & irregular, passé composé, imparfait).
D. All writing, vocabulary and grammar notes should be done by hand in a notebook, clearly
labeled with your name on the cover, which you will continue using throughout the school
year.
E. All work must be your original work. That means, not copied, not google translated, nor
prepared in any other way but as a representation of your personal best effort.
F. Take photographs of all of your work & upload to the summer work assignment in Google
Classroom by Saturday 8/23/2020
Upon returning to school you will take an assessment on & be expected to write and speak
with accuracy about the topics you learned in level 1 & in level 2 honors .
To prepare for this complete the following tasks:
Join the google classroom for Français 3 Honoraire 2020-2021 with the code brnvbvt
Do this ASAP, s’il te plaît et merci!

Review the following levels 1-2 grammar topics with conjuguemos link . Be experts with:
● The regular present tense
● Common irregular present tense verbs
● Common present tense verbs with certain spelling changes
● Agreement and word order on nouns and adjectives
● The passé composé
● The imparfait
● Using both the passé composé & imparfait to write a narrative in the past

Review For each topic complete a thorough vocabulary review and respond to a prompt.
See below for topics and details.
Mes chers élèves, this might sound like a lot, but just do a bit each week & you will be all set
for a great start!
I am looking forward to working with you & hope you have a beautiful summer.
A bientôt! Madame Sullivan
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FR 3 H summer work 2019 -vocabulary & writing
Choice/mix&match: Complete any 5 vocabulary practices & any 5 writing practices.
Complete the practices by hand in your notebook.

Pratique # 1
Vocabulary practice: les activités de la récré et des vacances. Draw and label in French a
vacation scene Include beach, city, and the forest. Include people doing all sorts of interesting
activities, the clothes & other items they bring, feelings emojis and the ways they get around
town. Include at least 40 terms on your picture.
Writing practice: Imagine you are planning a trip to see your former host sister who lives in
Martinique for next winter break. Write her a letter in French and tell her about all the exciting
recreational activities you hope the two of you can do together in the trip. (grammar tip: use aller
+ infinitive ex: Je vais monter à cheval à la plage.) Include in the letter how you are feeling about
this upcoming trip (Ex, Je suis très contente.).
Pratique # 2
Vocabulary practice: Draw and label in French a person (the body). Include at least 30 terms.
Draw the person in a medical office/setting. Label the picture with at least 20 terms related to
going to the doctor.
Writing Practice : Write a letter in French to your French host brother Michel who was sick last
week. In your letter ask what happened to him. Ask how he is doing and offer him
recommendations on what not to do so that he can get and stay healthy.
Pratique # 3
Vocabulary practice: Draw and label in French a food pyramid. Include on the food pyramid
lots of healthy food choices. Then, draw and label a healthy habits wheel. Include activities to
promote a healthy lifestyle. Include at least 30 items in your picture.
Writing practice: Make a “should do” (tu dois) list in French of 10 specific behaviors or actions
your friend should do to live the best life by using healthy lifestyle practices.
Pratique # 4
Vocabulary practice: Draw and label in French a holiday celebration setting. Include lots of
holiday vocabulary like festive foods, gift items, party activities, and feelings.
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Pratique # 5
Vocabulary practice: Draw and label in French a scene from nature with lots of nature things in
it. Include possible weather conditions and potential natural disasters. Include at least 30 terms.
Writing Practice: Imagine you are a foreign correspondent for a French language online journal
and are asked to cover a story on a recent volcanic explosion in Canada. In your story, in
French, provide the events of the day in detail. (use preterite tense) Then describe what the
people were doing just before the volcano exploded. (use imperfect tense)
Pratique # 6
Vocabulary practice: Draw and label in French a home (house or apartment). Include
vocabulary for the house, the rooms, items in the house, and the chores people do at home.
Include at least 30 terms.
Writing practice A: Imagine you are living with a group of other college students for a semester
abroad in Chartres, France and you just won a raffle prize: Free house cleaning for the day!
Write a detailed list in French of all the chores you want the cleaning service to accomplish.
Include details about which rooms and items in the rooms the service needs to take care of as
well.
Writing practice B: You have been asked to write a brief thank you email in French in order to
claim the prize. In your paragraph, provide a brief description of the house floor plans to the
agency and its surrounding area.
Pratique # 7
Vocab practice: Draw and label in French a school and play setting. Include images from the
locations, activities you enjoyed doing as a little child & younger kid, activities you currently
enjoy doing now as a teenager, and people with you doing the activities. Also include some
activities you are indifferent to and some you don’t like at all.
Writing practice: Imagine you are 25 years old and are living and working in Québec, Monréal.
You have recently met a new friend and the 2 of you are comparing your younger years. Begin
by describing in French your activities as a little preschooler then move on to your life through
your teens.
Include at least 3-5 sentences about your preschool years, 3- 5 about your early years, and 3- 5
about your teen years. Tell this story in the imperfect tense. Sentence starter: Quand j’étais très
petit et j’avais 5 ans…
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